We investigate to which extent the SUSY search results published by ATLAS and CMS in the context of simplified models actually cover the more realistic scenarios of a full model. Concretely, we work within the phenomenological MSSM (pMSSM) with 19 free parameters and compare the constraints obtained from SModelS v1.1.1 with those from the ATLAS pMSSM study in arXiv:1508.06608. We find that about 40-45% of the points excluded by ATLAS escape the currently available simplified model constraints. For these points we identify the most relevant topologies which are not tested by the current simplified model results. In particular, we find that topologies with asymmetric branches, including 3-jet signatures from gluino-squark associated production, could be important for improving the current constraining power of simplified models results. Furthermore, for a better coverage of light stops and sbottoms, constraints for decays via heavier neutralinos and charginos, which subsequently decay visibly to the lightest neutralino are also needed. *
Introduction
Simplified models [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] have become one of the standard methods to interpret searches for physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM). They reduce full models with dozens of particles and a plethora of parameters to subsets with just a handful of new states. The virtue of simplified model spectra (SMS), namely that a full model decomposes into many different SMS, also defines their main challenge: depending on the complexity of the mass and decay patterns, a full model may not be fully reconstructed by SMS. The question that arises is to what extent full models can indeed be constrained by SMS results.
In this article, we address this question for a 19-parameter version of the minimal supersymmetric standard model, the so-called phenomenological MSSM [6] , or pMSSM for short. Our work is based on the ATLAS pMSSM study [7] , in which the points from an extensive pMSSM scan were tested against the constraints from 22 ATLAS searches from LHC Run 1. ATLAS made the SLHA spectra of the whole scan publicly available on HepDATA [8] together with information about which point is excluded by which analyses. This is extremely useful information, which we here use to test the constraining power of SMS results by means of SModelS [9, 10] .
SModelS is an automatised tool for interpreting simplified model results from the LHC. It decomposes collider signatures of new physics featuring a Z 2 -like symmetry into simplified model topologies, using a generic procedure where each SMS is defined by the vertex structure and the Standard Model (SM) final state particles; BSM particles are described only by their masses, production cross sections and branching ratios. The weights of the various topologies, computed as production cross section times branching ratios, are then compared against a large database of experimental constraints. This procedure takes advantage of the large number of simplified models already constrained by official ATLAS and CMS results and does not require Monte Carlo event simulation, thus providing a fast way of confronting a full BSM model with the LHC constraints. Furthermore, "missing" topologies, which are not covered by any of the experimental constraints, are also identified and provided as an output of SModelS.
The tool can be used for testing any BSM scenario with a Z 2 -like symmetry as long as all heavier odd particles (cascade-)decay promptly to the lightest one, which should be electrically and colour neutral. 1 It has been applied to a number of minimal and non-minimal supersymmetric (SUSY) models in [9, [12] [13] [14] but may also be used for non-SUSY models, see e.g. [15, 16] . The underlying assumption [9] that differences in the event kinematics (e.g. from different production mechanisms or from the spin of the BSM particle) do not significantly affect the signal selection efficiencies has also been investigated. For example, the effects of alternative production channels in squark simplified models were studied in [17] . The effect of a different spin structure was studied for the case of the dijet+MET final state in [15] , for the dilepton+MET final state in [14] and for tt+MET final states in [16] . A comprehensive study of how well a full model like the MSSM is actually covered by SMS constraints is, however, still missing. This gap we want to fill with the present paper.
We first describe the setup of the analysis in Section 2. Our results are presented in Section 3, where we discuss the exclusion obtained with SModelS v1.1.1 as compared to ATLAS and how it is improved when including efficiency maps in addition to upper limit maps. Moreover, we discuss why a certain part of the parameter space, despite being excluded by the ATLAS study, is not excluded by (the currently available) SMS results. In particular, we analyse the importance of asymmetric decay branches and long cascade decays to understand the potential for increasing the coverage, and we point out a number of important SMS beyond those typically considered by the experimental collaborations. Conclusions are presented in Section 4. Appendices A and B contain useful additional material on the missing topologies discussed in the paper.
Setup of the analysis
In [7] ATLAS has analysed in total more than 310k pMSSM parameter points with SUSY masses below 4 TeV and a neutralino as the lightest SUSY particle (LSP). These points from an extensive scan, based on previous phenomenological studies [18] [19] [20] [21] , satisfy constraints from previous collider searches, flavor and electroweak (EW) precision measurements, cold dark matter relic density and direct dark matter searches. In addition, the mass of the light Higgs boson was required to be between 124 and 128 GeV. These points were classified into three sets according to the nature of the LSP: bino-like (103410 points), wino-like (80233 points) and higgsino-like (126684 points). About 40% of all these points were excluded by at least one of the 22 ATLAS Run 1 searches.
The points excluded by ATLAS are the center of interest of our study: our aim is to compare the exclusion coverage obtained using SMS results only to that from full event simulation. (In the following we mean by "coverage" the fraction of points excluded by ATLAS which is also excluded by SModelS.) We restrict our analysis to the sets with bino-like or higgsino-like LSP, neglecting points with a wino-like LSP, as most of them lead to a displaced vertex signature, which cannot be studied with the current version of SModelS. We further remove points from the bino-and higgsino-like LSP data sets if they contain any long lived sparticles-this concerns however only a small number of points. Likewise, points which ATLAS found to be excluded only by heavy Higgs searches are also not considered here, as such searches are not treated in SModelS for the time being. This selection leaves us with 38575 parameter points with a bino-like LSP and 45594 parameter points with a higgsino-like LSP to be tested with SModelS.
We use the latest version of SModelS, v1.1.1, which works with upper limit (UL) and efficiency map (EM) type results, see [10] . The cross sections for all points are calculated with the SModelS cross section calculator interfaced to Pythia 8.2 [22, 23] and NLLfast [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . (The exception are the cross sections for slepton-pair production, for which we use Pythia 6.4 [22] because they are not computed correctly in Pythia 8.226.) Electroweak cross sections are thus computed at leading order while strong productions are computed at NLO+NLL order. Given the information on cross sections (σ) and decay branching ratios (BR) in the SLHA [32] files, SModelS computes σ × BR for each topology that occurs. Topologies are characterised by the SM particles originating from each vertex, and the mass vector of the SUSY particles in the decays. In order to avoid dealing with a large number of irrelevant processes, i.e. to save CPU time, topologies for which σ × BR < sigmacut, with sigmacut = 0.03 fb, are discarded.
In addition, if the mass gap between mother and daughter particles is small, the decay products will be too soft to be detected at the LHC. This is taken care of by the so-called "mass compression" in SModelS, discarding any SM particle coming from a vertex for which the mass splitting of the R-odd particles is less than a certain threshold. We use the default value of 5 GeV as the minimum required mass difference for the decay products to be visible. After the decomposition, the weights (i.e. σ × BR) of the SMS components of each point are rescaled by the corresponding efficiencies (see [10] for more details) and matched with the experimental results in the database. In case of UL maps, this is a direct comparison of individual weights and the cross section upper limit for a given simplified model component or topology. In case of EMs, the weights of several topologies can be combined and may contribute to a specific signal region of a given analysis; it is then the combined signal cross section for the most sensitive signal region (i.e. the signal region with the best expected limit) which is compared against the experimental limit. Hence using efficiency maps can significantly improve the constraining power of simplified models. See the SModelS v1.1.1 manual [10] for a detailed explanation of the procedure.
For a fair comparison with [7] , we employ only the 8 TeV results in the v1.1.1 database. In order to maximise the coverage by SMS, we consider however also CMS 8 TeV results, as they may give complementary constraints. This is justified because ATLAS and CMS SUSY searches largely consider the same final states and have very similar reach. We also note that the official ATLAS and CMS Run 1 results available in SModelS were augmented with several 'home-grown' EMs in the v1.1.1 database to increase the coverage, and we further extend this database with Fastlim-1.0 [33] EMs as explained in [10] . The complete list of analyses and results included in the v1.1.1 database can be consulted at [34] .
A comparison of the analyses considered in [7] and the SMS results included in SModelS v1.1.1 is given in Table 1 . The analyses covered by the Fastlim EMs are listed in Table 2 . Here note that in SModelS v1.1.1 efficiencies with a relative statistical uncertainty greater than 25% are set to zero and, moreover, zero-only EMs are discarded per default. Therefore, from the 264 EMs of Fastlim-1.0, which are based on 11 ATLAS conference notes, used in practice are 163 EMs from 9 conference notes. The CMS analyses included in the v1.1.1 database are listed in Table 3 .
SModelS reports its results in the form of r-values, defined as the ratio of the theory prediction over the observed 95% confidence level (CL) upper limit, for each experimental constraint that is matched in the database. We consider as excluded all points for which at least one r-value equals or exceeds unity (r max ≥ 1).
2 Points which are not excluded (r max < 1) are further studied using the SModelS coverage module (see section 3.5 in [10] ). 2 We note that for staying strictly at 95% CL, one should use only the r-value of the most sensitive analysis. This is however not feasible because for many UL-type results the expected limits are not publicly available.
Analysis
Ref.
ID SModelS database
Inclusive 0-lepton + 2-6 jets + E Tables 1 and 2 .
Exclusion compared to ATLAS
As a first overview of our results, we list in Table 4 the total number of points studied, the number of points that can be excluded by SModelS (r max ≥ 1) when using only the UL results in the database, and the number of points that can be excluded when using the full 8 TeV database, that is including EM results. We see that the coverage of bino-like LSP scenarios can be improved by using EMs, increasing from 44% (UL results only) to 55% (full database). Similarly, the coverage for the higgsino-like LSP scenarios is improved from 55% to 63%. Table 4 : Summary of results, listing the number of ATLAS-excluded pMSSM points tested in this study, the number of points excluded by SModelS when using UL-type results only, and the number of points excluded when using the full 8 TeV database including EM-type results.
Bino
The improvement in coverage due to EMs largely happens for light to intermediate gluino masses, as illustrated in Figure 1 . These scenarios benefit from the fact that EMs allow us to combine the signal for all topologies contributing to the same signal region before comparing against an overall cross section limit, hence increasing the constraining power. Moreover, some asymmetric topologies are included in the EM-type results (from Fastlim) but not in the UL-type results in the database. Figure 1 also shows the importance of the Fastlim and our 'home-grown' EMs with respect to the official ATLAS and CMS SMS results. We note that the Fastlim maps are particularly relevant for constraining gluinos in the intermediate mass range decaying to higgsino-like EW-inos, which is typical for the natural SUSY case they have been derived for. In numbers, official UL and EM results exclude 46% (56%) of the bino-LSP (higgsino-LSP) points, which improves to 50% (57%) when adding our 'home-grown' EMs, and to the above-mentioned 55% (63%) when including in addition Fastlim results. In the following, we discuss in some detail why still a large fraction of points escapes exclusion by SMS results and how the coverage could be improved.
Gluinos
It is striking that there are many points with light gluinos which cannot be excluded by the SMS results in the SModelS database. To understand this better we show in Figure 2 the coverage in the gluino vs. neutralino mass plane. For comparison with the "naive" SMS expectation, the exclusion line obtained in [35] for a simplified model where pair-produced gluinos decay exclusively asg → qqχ 0 1 is also drawn in Figure 2 . We see that light gluinos escape SMS limits especially in the compressed region where monojet-type searches become important. This is in agreement with the simplified model exclusion line. Moreover, while the coverage is good for very light gluinos up to about 600 GeV, it drops for intermediate gluino masses around 1 TeV and higher, as can also be observed in Figure 1 . This is particularly 14  67  75  55  74  82  83  95  77 104 104 71  78  67 110 107   13  38  48  53  43  57  48  60  53  61  55  53  46  53 pronounced in the bino-like LSP scenario. Concretely, the coverage of bino-like LSP scenarios is 80% when considering only points with light gluinos (mg < 600 GeV), but drops to 60% when considering all points with mg < 1400 GeV. Similarly the coverage of higgsino-like LSP scenarios drops from 97% (mg < 600 GeV) to 74% (mg < 1400 GeV). Note that for bino-like LSP scenarios light gluinos are mainly found in the compressed region (mg − mχ0 1 < 100 GeV), where the bins contain a large number of model points. This is not the case for higgsino-like LSP scenarios. The somewhat better coverage of non-compressed sub-TeV gluinos in the higgsino-like LSP set can be understood as follows. In the case of a bino-like LSP, unless the gluino-LSP mass difference is small, direct decays into the LSP often have only 30% or less branching ratio. Decays into wino-or higgsino-like states are often more important, leading to cascade decays into the LSP and to asymmetric branches with different final states and, possibly, different intermediate masses.
3 This reduces the fraction of gluino signatures covered by SMS results, and as the total cross section reduces with increasing gluino mass, the fraction that can be constrained is no longer large enough to exclude the point. For higgsino-like LSP scenarios, on the other hand, the second neutralinoχ Figure 1 . Moreover, gluino decays into third generation are often dominant in the higgsino-LSP case, leading to a mix of final states (4b, 4t, 2b2t, 3b1t, 1b3t) which can in part be covered by the Fastlim EMs.
Another important consideration is how far the points which escape the SModelS exclusion are from becoming excluded. Uncertainties inherent to the SModelS approach and the fact that we used LO cross-sections for EW process (while ATLAS used NLO values) can reduce the exclusion reach. In Figure 3 we show the maximum r values found for points escaping exclusion by SModelS. We see that many points, especially in the region of intermediate gluino masses and in the more compressed region, are in fact close to the exclusion limit. We therefore expect that the coverage can be considerably improved by adding additional EMs, thus allowing to test a larger fraction of the total cross section. Furthermore, we find that 10% of bino-like LSP scenarios and 12% of higgsino-like LSP scenarios have 0.8 < r max < 1.2, which allows a rough estimate of the uncertainties involved in the exclusion. (The overall systematic uncertainty is estimated to be of the level of 20% [10] .) In turn, we find r max > 1.2 for 50% of bino-like LSP and 58% of higgsino-like LSP scenarios.
To understand the possibilities of further improving the coverage, without going into details about the specific missing topologies, 4 we show in Figures 4 and 5 the relative cross sections of SModelS-allowed 5 points which go into missing topologies with asymmetric branches (left) or long cascade decays (right), for bino-like LSP scenarios and higgsino-like LSP scenarios respectively. In this classification, asymmetric branch topologies have at most one intermediate odd particle in each branch, so that the number of new particles and mass parameters still is sufficiently small for a viable SMS interpretation. On the other hand, as long cascade decays we define decay chains with two or more intermediate odd particles and we no longer consider a simplified model description viable. We see that in fact topologies with asymmetric decay branches are important for a large number of points for both bino-and higgsino-like LSP scenarios, whereas long cascade decay topologies are dominant only in a few cases. Therefore inclusion of additional asymmetric topologies should have a significant impact on the SMS coverage.
A particularly important missing topology with asymmetric branches arises from gluinosquark associate production, giving a 3 jets + E miss T final state. This is important in particular when the light-flavor squarks are highly split and the gluino can decay to a single on-shell squark. The relevant process is pp →gq followed byq → qχ 0 1 on one branch andg →→ qqχ 0 1 on the other branch.The same topology is also possible when gluinos are lighter than all squarks and decay dominantly via a loop decay to a gluon and the neutralino LSP. In this case we have pp →gq followed byg → gχ 0 1 on one branch andq → qg → qgχ 0 1 on the other. Figure 6 shows the cross section of this topology in the plane of gluinos mass versus mass of the lightest squark. Note that searches for gluino-squark production are typically interpreted either in a simplified model where gluinos and squarks are (nearly) mass-degenerate, or in a minimal gluino-squark model where all production processes-gluino pairs, squark pairs, and gluino-squark associated production-are combined [35] . Such results cannot be used for reinterpretation in generic scenarios where typically the gluino mass differs from the squark masses, and where the relative importance of the various production and decay channels will be different from the minimal gluino-squark model description.
The importance of the 3 jets + E miss T topology is corroborated in Figure 7 , which shows the five most important missing topologies for points with light gluinos below 1.5 TeV. 6 The leading missing topology for both the bino-and the higgsino-LSP datasets is indeed 3 jets + E miss T from gluino-squark associated production as discussed above, see the yellow points in Figure 7 which cover a wide range of gluino and LSP masses. Gluino-squark associated production also leads to the 5 jets + E miss T missing topology; in this case all squarks are heavier than the gluino and decay viaq → qg, and the gluino then decays further to two jets and theχ 0 1 . This is the dominant missing topology for compressed gluino and neutralino masses in the bino-like LSP case, see the blue points in the left panel of Figure 7 . When compressing the gluino and LSP masses even further, such that the gluino decay is not visible any more, this gives jet + E miss T (dark green points), which is however a rather fine-tuned situation in the pMSSM and thus occurs much less often.
Also noteworthy are the orange points, which denote an asymmetric 2 jets + E miss T topology with the two jets on one branch and nothing on the other branch. This can come fromχ Figure 7 , but are much less often the missing topology with highest cross section. The corresponding diagrams, SUSY processes and labelling in SModelS notation can be found in Appendix A.
We note that all these missing topologies could be constrained from the jets+E 
Third generation
Apart from gluinos and squarks, which may be regarded as the primary (and easiest) targets of the SUSY searches, searches for stops and sbottoms are of particular interest. The coverage obtained by SModelS in the stop vs. neutralino and sbottom vs. neutralino mass planes is shown in Figures 8 and 9 . We also show the official exclusion curves for thet 1 Fraction of Higgsino LSP ATLAS excluded points excluded by SModelS For stops, we observe an excellent coverage in the higgsino-LSP case when compared to the official exclusion curves. (A slightly stronger exclusion is obtained by the combination of the 0-lepton and 1-lepton analyses [50], but no UL maps are available for the combination.) Contrary to the gluino case, the stop exclusion is not driven by EM results but by the UL maps for tt + E miss T and bb + E miss T final states (mostly because not so many different EMs are available for stops and sbottoms). Points outside the naive SMS exclusion line are excluded by other searches or because of light sbottoms which also contribute to the signal. In the bino-LSP case, on the other hand, light stops in the 500-650 GeV mass range often escape exclusion by SMS results. This is mostly because they share out their branching ratios int 1 → tχ 7 Notice, however, that for light stops we are dealing with small numbers of points in each bin, so large fluctuations in the coverage are easily possible. The importance of t 1 → tχ 0 i =1 decays, followed by visibleχ 0 i =1 decays, for SModelS-allowed points is illustrated in the left plot in Figure 10 .
Turning to sbottoms, we see that the coverage is quite good for mb [41] and CMS [76] , 8 these are ULs for a same-sign lepton signature assuming both sbottoms decay via a chargino; they have a reach in sbottom mass of at most 500-550 GeV. It would be useful to have in addition simplified model results forb 1 → bχ
, best in the form of EMs for symmetric and asymmetric decay branches. The importance of these decay modes for SModelS-allowed points is illustrated in the right plot in Figure 10 .
It is relevant to stress that the branching ratios shown in Figure 10 only consider visible decays. In particular the higgsino-like LSP dataset contains many points where sbottom branching ratios are shared out inb → bχ 0 i =1 and tχ − decays (contributing to the reduced coverage for mb 1 500 GeV seen in Figure 9 ) but the subsequent EW-ino decays are invisible because of mass compression. This leads to the patch of grey points just below the exclusion curve in the right plot of Figure 10 . Regardless of this, the conclusion from Figure 10 is that EM results for stops and sbottoms decaying through an intermediate particle (leading to final states with additional W , Z or h bosons) would be highly desirable.
EW production
It is also interesting to study how well EW production is covered by simplified models. To this end, we first show in Figure 11 the coverage in the chargino vs. neutralino LSP mass plane. Here, the bino-like and higgsino-like LSP scenarios have been combined to increase the number of points. In the plot on the left, light charginos seem to be reasonably well constrained. However, this does not come from searches looking specifically for EW production, as is apparent from the plot on the right. The fact that the coverage does not follow the SMS exclusion curve is no surprise, as the latter was obtained for the best-case scenario of pure wino production. However, from the color code we see that the constraining power of EW searches is very poorly reproduced by SMS results. One of the reasons is that the SMS results typically assume strictly mass-degenerateχ final state is effective only for very light LSP below 40 GeV and cannot be combined with the limit on the W Z + E miss T final state.) Finally, the 3 or 4 lepton searches in ATLAS do not have a jet veto; therefore in the ATLAS pMSSM study strong production may also feed into the EW exclusion, which is not the case in SModelS for lack of the corresponding SMS results.
In Figure 12 we show the same kind of plots for sleptons. Here, the coverage is quite good and reproduces reasonably well the SMS exclusion line for right sleptons. The exclusion line for left sleptons is naturally matched less well, because pMSSM points contain a mix of light left and right sleptons. Finally, a small fraction of points with min(ml) = 250-300 GeV and 13  57  107  103  83  82  91  96  89  83  85  68   29  51  71  93  104  83  88  105  75  69  80  78   118  147  227  273  308  366  303  268  231  234  206  209   339  246  269  337  341  285  300  265  235  214  205   385  336  322  343  276  238  227  193  244  275   341  289  267  272  231  229  217  214  249   224  220  207  235  202  199  201  213   134  203  185  178  207  181  167   74  160  170  145  162  145   53  146  154  127  125   43  124  101  114   36 13  57  107  79  56  43  41  45  46  37  41  29   22  49  69  71  54  36  44  42  33  31  30  38   26  80  164  186  172  213  162  52  20  19  12  7   70  115  138  197  183  114  43  12  11  6  4   82  113  151  165  111  16  6  8  12  9   60  52  84  68  14  13  8  8  4   21  22  10  17  4  3 light LSP escape exclusion in SModelS because the sleptons partly undergo cascade decays via heavier EW-inos. Even if the direct decay into the LSP still dominates, the reduction in BR can be enough to result in r < 1. Last but not least we recall that EW cross sections are computed at leading order in SModelS. Radiative corrections typically increase these cross sections by about 20%, which Fraction of Bino+Higgsino LSP ATLAS EW excluded points excluded by SModelS EW (r>0.8) Figure 13 : Coverage of EW-inos and sleptons by EW analyses analogous to the right plots of Figures 11 and 12 but considering points with r max > 0.8 (instead of r max > 1) as excluded.
slightly improves the coverage of the EW sector but does not change the overall picture. This is illustrated in Figure 13 , which shows the coverage of EW-inos and sleptons by EW analyses when rescaling the relevant r values by 20%.
Conclusions
We studied to which extent the SUSY search results published by ATLAS and CMS in the context of SMS constraints actually cover the more realistic scenarios of a full model, concretely the phenomenological MSSM. To this end we analysed the exclusion obtained with SModelS [9, 10] with respect to the ATLAS pMSSM study [7] . From about 84K pMSSM points excluded by ATLAS, the 8 TeV results in SModelS v1.1.1 exclude about 50K points. Efficiency maps proved to be important for constraining scenarios with a variety of production and/or decay modes, because they allow to combine different contributions to the same signal region. Nonetheless, despite the plethora of SMS results available, about 40% of the points excluded by ATLAS are not excluded by SModelS. These "escaping" points include gluinos as light as about 500 GeV, but also light stops/sbottoms or EW-inos with reasonably large cross sections. We analysed the reasons for this limited coverage and how it might be improved.
Concretely, we found that a large part of the unconstrained cross section goes into simple but asymmetric topologies, either because pair-produced sparticles have two or more relevant decay modes, or because of associated production of two different sparticles. A particularly important case, for which no SMS results are currently available, is a 3-jet topology stemming from gluino-squark associated production with non-degenerate squarks: pp →gq followed bỹ g →→ qqχ For the case that the produced SUSY particles share out their branching ratios over several different decay modes, which need to be combined to obtain a good limit, we highlighted the example of stop and sbottom decays via heavier EW-inos, which in turn decay visibly into the Regarding the EW SUSY sector, the coverage of light sleptons by SMS results is quite good. For EW-inos, however, the situation is less satisfying. This might be improved if EMs were available for the EW-ino searches in multi-lepton channels instead of only UL-type results. Moreover, for multi-lepton searches without jet veto, EM results applicable also to EW-inos stemming from strong production would be interesting.
The coverage in SModelS may also be limited when the initially produced SUSY particles undergo a series of cascade decays leading to long decay chains with more than one intermediate sparticles. This situation is difficult to cover by simplified models, since it involves a large number of free parameters. Interestingly, we find that only a small fraction of the points which escape exclusion by SModelS fall into this class. In this view it is much more useful to improve the constraining power of simple SMS (with few parameters) by providing, e.g., additional efficiency maps and sufficient mass-vs-mass planes for a reliable interpolation in all mass dimensions, than to present results for more complicated topologies. Although complicated topologies (decay chains with more than 3 mass parameters) have been considered by the experimental collaborations, these results always assume very specific mass relations to limit the number of free parameters and hence cannot be used for generic scenarios.
Overall, the SMS approach provides a powerful means to quickly test the predictions of new physics models against the constraints from a large variety of experimental searches. However, not excluded by SMS results does not automatically mean allowed by all LHC searches; it is advisable to further test "surviving" points with Monte Carlo event simulation, if they have sizeable cross sections. Implementations of ATLAS and CMS analyses in public recasting tools like CheckMATE [85, 86] , MadAnalysis 5 [87, 88] , Rivet [89] (v2.5 onwards) and GAMBIT's ColliderBit [90, 91] can be used to this end. Finally, these tools may also be used to produce additional SMS results beyond those provided by the experimental collaborations.
A Diagrams and processes for missing topologies
Here we show the explicit diagrams, SUSY processes and labelling in SModelS notation for the missing topologies of Figure 7 .
Short label in Fig. 7 , SModelS notation main SUSY process(es) graph 
simplified model
In order to illustrate the importance of asymmetric topologies, we analyse here in more detail one of the ATLAS-excluded points with a light gluino which has not been excluded by the SMS results. The pMSSM point we consider is no. 192342466 of the bino-LSP dataset; it has light gluinos and a highly split spectrum of squarks with lightq L . Concretely, In the following we only consider production of gluinos and the squarksũ L ,d L ,s L ,d R , since this corresponds to 95% of the total SUSY cross section for this point. For simplicity we will refer to the associated and pair production of these squarks asgq andqq. The NLO+NLL cross section for gluino-pair production is 322 fb, while thegq production cross section is 762 fb. The dominant gluino and squark decays areg → g +χ 0 1 (88% BR) andq → qg (99% BR). As a result, a large fraction of the signal goes to the 3 jets + E miss T final state discussed as missing topology in Section 3.1.
According to the ATLAS pMSSM study, this point is excluded by the 0-lepton + 2-6 jets + E miss T search [35] (ATLAS-SUSY-2013-02). This is also the analysis which gives the highest r value in SModelS, namely r = 0.36 for thegg → 2 jets + E miss T topology. Hence this point is clearly not excluded by the SMS results. In oder to investigate how specific topologies contribute to the total signal yield and to the exclusion of this point, we used the CheckMATE 2 (v2.0.14) implementation of this analysis along with Pythia 8. 230 Table 5 : Contributions of specific signal topologies to the total exclusion for the pMSSM point no.
192342466. The second column shows the topology cross section (production cross section times branching ratios), while the third column shows the topology contribution to the signal yield for the 2jt signal region of Ref. [35] . The last column shows the r-values obtained using each topology individually. The last line shows the corresponding results including all possible gluino and squarks decays, resulting in a larger total cross section and r-value. See text for details.
Delphes 3.4.1 for event generation and detector simulation. We generated signal events at leading order for associated and pair production ofg,ũ L ,d L ,s L andd R and then rescaled the cross sections using the K-factors computed with NLLfast. For obtaining the r values we used the numbers provided by CheckMATE, including a 20% uncertainty for the theoretical cross sections, which corresponds to the value used in SModelS when computing likelihoods. In Table 5 we show, for this specific pMSSM point, the main contributions to the total signal yield for the best signal region (SR), 2jt, in ATLAS-SUSY-2013-02. As we can see, if we only consider the symmetricgg → 2 jets + E miss T topology, we obtain an r value very similar to the one obtained by SModelS (r = 0.37) and the point is far from being excluded. However, if we include the asymmetricgq → 3 jets + E miss T topology, the r value increases to 1.38 and the point can be excluded. In contrast, the contribution fromqq production withq → qg,g → gχ 0 1 has a tiny effect. For completeness, in the last line of Table 5 we also present the inclusive result, which incorporates all possible gluino and squark decays, thus giving a slightly higher r-value (r = 1.7).
In this example we can clearly see that the asymmetricgq topology is the dominant one and essential for excluding the tested point. This illustrates how SMS results forgq topologies, with unrelated gluino and squark masses, would help improve the coverage of the pMSSM. Particularly useful would be efficiency maps, as they allow to combine different contributions to the same signal region in the simplified model context. [62] ATLAS Collaboration, "Search for squarks and gluinos in events with isolated leptons, jets and missing transverse momentum at √ s = 8 TeV with the ATLAS detector," Tech. Rep. ATLAS-CONF-2013-062, CERN, Geneva, Jun, 2013.
[63] ATLAS Collaboration, "Search for strong production of supersymmetric particles in final states with missing transverse momentum and at least three b-jets using 20.1 fb 
